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The Kiss A Secret Life
A New York Times Bestseller and #1 Indie Bestseller · A Bank Street Best Children’s Book of the Year · A School Library Journal Best Book of 2021 ·
Included in NPR’s 2021 Books We Love List · Featured in Forbes, Oprah Daily, The Cut, and Book Riot · Golden Poppy Book Award Winner · Featured in
Chicago Public Library’s Best Books of 2021 · 2021 Nerdy Award Winner · A Kirkus Children's Best Book of 2021 This lyrical, stunning picture book tells a
story about learning to love and celebrate your Asian-shaped eyes, in the spirit of Hair Love by Matthew A. Cherry, and is a celebration of diversity. A
young Asian girl notices that her eyes look different from her peers'. They have big, round eyes and long lashes. She realizes that her eyes are like her
mother’s, her grandmother's, and her little sister's. They have eyes that kiss in the corners and glow like warm tea, crinkle into crescent moons, and are
filled with stories of the past and hope for the future. Drawing from the strength of these powerful women in her life, she recognizes her own beauty and
discovers a path to self-love and empowerment. This powerful, poetic picture book will resonate with readers of all ages. "This tale of self-acceptance
and respect for one’s roots is breathtaking.” —Kirkus (starred review) “A young girl finds beauty in her uniqueness.” —School Library Journal (starred
review) “A lyrical celebration of her eyes, their shape, spirit, and legacy.” —Booklist (starred review) “A poignant testament to familial love and legacy.”
—Publishers Weekly Plus don't miss the beautiful companion book from the same team: Eyes That Speak to the Stars.
Trapped in a loveless marriage, Frenchwoman Isabelle cares for her daughter and dangerously ill son while pursuing a secret friendship with American
power broker Bill Robinson, until a car accident tests their growing love. 1,000,000 first printing.
Moving is hard on everyone, but especially children. Chester Racoon, whom readers have come to know and love through the New York Times bestseller
The Kissing Hand, and its sequel, A Pocket Full of Kisses, is facing another dilemma common to the lives of many children; he and his family are moving.
Young readers will love the way Chester says goodbye to his old home and learns that there are some exciting aspects to his new home.
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: Izzie just loves when her mama blows her kisses to catch. Smooch kisses, zig-zag kisses, and even triple decker kisses!
But even though she runs and leaps for it, Izzie misses a kiss! Her heart sinks as she watches it zip higher and higher into the sky. When Mama lets Izzie
in on a sweet secret she realizes that her mama's love will always come to find her, no matter what! This silly and tender story is a universal one of a
parent's love.
A Novel
Catch a Kiss
The Kiss Box
The Kiss List
A Kiss Goodbye
In her 53rd bestselling novel, Danielle Steel explores how a single shattering moment can change lives forever. The Kiss is at once a moving testament to the fragility of life
and a breathtaking story about the power of love to heal, to free, to transform, and to make broken spirits whole. On a warm June evening, a red double-decker bus, full of
pasengers, speeds down a London street. A few blocks away, a man and a woman climb into a limousine, reveling in a magical evening of dancing and champagne. As their
driver pulls into an intersection, the couple shares their first, searching kiss. For a moment, etched in time, all stands still—until, in a flash of metal and glass, their limousine
is struck at full speed, crushed under the bus's tremendous weight. And a long journey begins—toward healing, toward hope, toward dreams of an infinite future... Isabelle
Forrester is the exquisite wife of a prominent Parisian banker who has long since shut her out of his heart. For lonely years, Isabelle has lived a life of isolation, pouring her
passions into caring for her desperately ill son, Teddy, and into making their Paris home as happy as possible for her teenage daughter, Sophie. Isabelle allows herself one
secret pleasure: a long-distance friendship by telephone with an American man, a Washington power broker who travels in the highest circles of politics and who, like
Isabelle, is trapped in an empty marriage. To Bill Robinson, Isabelle is a godsend, a woman of extraordinary beauty and intellectual curiosity—a kindred spirit who touches
him across the miles with her warmth and gentle empathy. Their relationship is a gift, a lifeline that sustains them both through the heartache of marriages they cannot
leave and will not betray. Agreeing to meet for a few precious, innocent days in London, Isabelle and Bill find their friendship changing. Then, amidst the sudden crash of
steel against steel, they are thrust onto a new path, a path fraught with pain but also with possibility. Now, inside the cool, sterile wards of a London hospital, Isabelle and
Bill cling to life, their bodies shattered almost beyond repair. In the days and weeks that follow, they slowly, painfully traverse a road to recovery littered with challenges of
the body, spirit, and heart. Together, they must find the strength not only to embrace life again but to face what they have left behind. For Isabell, a loveless marriage turns
into a brutal power struggle. For Bill, a time of healing exposes wounds that cut deeper than steel and realities that will test him to his core. For both, a tangle of changing
relationships and the tragedy of another loss conspire to separate them once again. And this time they could lose each other forever. In a novel that is as compelling as it is
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compassionate, Danielle Steel weaves a story of courage in the face of unimaginable loss. With the grace of a master storyteller, she explores the strength it takes to
conquer our greatest fears, showing us how the toughest choices can yield the most unexpected rewards...and how the longest, most winding journeys can begin with a
single kiss.
Becca and her boyfriend, Alec, attend different schools, but they make things work—mainly by being inseparable after school and on weekends. So when Becca has to take a
job at a coffee shop, she is more than a little bit insecure about what this will mean for their relationship. Meanwhile, new-girl Camille meets a haiku-spouting boy who
makes her genuinely laugh, even though she can see an all-too-familiar loneliness in him. The kiss they steal on the back deck at a party takes her by surprise and leaves
her wanting more. What Camille doesn’t know is that this boy is Alec, Becca’s boyfriend. And Alec doesn’t know that Becca’s best friend has captured The Kiss on her
camera phone. Becca and Camille have never met, but their lives will unravel and intertwine in surprising ways throughout this beautifully crafted verse novel about love,
heartbreak, and trust.
From tiny ants to enormous elephants, there’s a kiss for everyone in this warm and cozy feel-good story. Includes audio! Find out if worms kiss underground, with the soil all
around, or if fish kiss with a splash and a splish in this eBook with audio. With an irresistible text that begs to be read aloud and adorable illustrations, parents and
grandparents will love sharing this collection of affection with the youngest of readers.
As they prepare for a short separation, Mama Bear and Little Bear find a way to reassure each other while they are apart.
Kiss, Kiss, Pout-Pout Fish
A Memoir
The History of the Kiss!
Eyes That Kiss in the Corners
Girls Can Kiss Now
When high school student Camille Collins' ex-boyfriend spreads a dirty rumor that she's a terrible kisser, Camille and her friends devise the perfect
plan to prove Dylan wrong--a kiss list. Perfect kisses with a few of the hottest guys in school will leave too much evidence for anyone to deny.
Fans of Vi Keeland and Christina Lauren will love this romance that starts as a marriage of convenience, throws in a bit of a love triangle and then
adds a twist of revenge.
"A kiss means I love you, a wave means hello, a smile means I'm happy, a tug means, let's go!" Featuring engaging photographs of real children and sweet
rhyming text, this fun read-aloud teaches little ones about nonverbal communication.
Exquisitely and hypnotically written, like a bold and terrifying dream, The Kiss is breathtaking in its honesty and in the power and beauty of its
creation. In this extraordinary memoir, one of the best young writers in America today transforms into a work of art the darkest passage imaginable in a
young woman's life: an obsessive love affair between father and daughter that began when Kathryn Harrison, twenty years old, was reunited with a parent
whose absence had haunted her youth. A story both of taboo and of family complicity in breaking taboo, The Kiss is also about love—about the most primal
of love triangles, the one that ensnares a child between mother and father. Praise for The Kiss “I couldn’t stop reading this. I’ll never stop
remembering it.”—Mary Karr, author of The Liars’ Club “Only a writer of extraordinary gifts could bring so much light to bear on so dark a matter,
redeeming it with the steadiness of her gaze and the uncanny, heartbreaking exactitude of her language.”—Tobias Wolff, author of This Boy’s Life
“Beautifully written . . . jumping back and forth in time yet drawing you irresistibly toward the heart of a great evil.”—The New York Times “Like all
good literature, The Kiss illuminates something that we knew already, while also teaching us things we had not even suspected.”—Los Angeles Times “A
darkly beautiful book, fearless and frightening, ironic and compassionate.”—Mary Gordon, author of Circling My Mother “Harrison’s story is her own, but
it is also a brilliant fiction, densely mythic, sometimes almost liturgical sounding and raw. She is both author and protagonist of a dark pilgrim’s
progress.”—The Atlanta Journal and Constitution
The Kissing Booth
Baby KISS
Art of the Kiss
A Secret Life
A Postcard Book
After Elle kisses Noah during her school's Spring Carnival, the two wind up in a flawed relationship and Elle wonders whether or not she will get her "happily-ever-after."
A loving king and queen present their daughter with a gift from God - her first kiss - to keep or to give away. The wise girl waits for the man who is worthy of her precious gift. Where
is he and how will she ever find him? The surprising answer in this marvelous parable will touch the heart of parent and child alike.The Princess and the Kiss beautifully portrays the
ageless message that "love... comes from a pure heart and a good conscience and a sincere faith" (1 Timothy 1:5 NIV)
Introduce your littlest rocker to the glamour and theatricality of KISS in this delightful book in the Baby Rocker board book series. Black-and-white face paint. White lights. Pink
tongue. Orange fireworks. Celebrate all that encompasses the rock group KISS with your young toddler in this fun, fantastical, and playful new board book. Perfect for the KISS fan,
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young or old, this book is sure to provide read-aloud fun with the pairing of iconic KISS items with simplified text. At the book's end, get ready to rock n' roll all nite with Baby KISS
and their baby friends!
From the New York Times bestselling author of the Sweet Evil series comes a sizzling new YA romance perfect for fans of Jenny Han and Kasie West, just in time for Valentine’s Day.
Seventeen-year-old Zae Monroe is over relationships. Between getting cheated on by the only guy she’s ever loved and watching her parents' marriage crumble, she decides to turn
the tables and go after what she wants, and what she wants are kisses. Athletes, musicians, poets, bad boys—their lips are all on her agenda, and it's time to collect. Zae proposes a
contest with her friends to see who can kiss the most boys during spring break. But what starts as a harmless competition leads to a downward spiral of drama. Zae is forced to face
the reasons behind her boy angst and starts to wonder if she was wrong about the male race...or at least some of them. Bestselling author Wendy Higgins delivers a searing YA
romance filled with endless flirting, heartthrob boys, and of course, lots of kisses! "Kiss Collector is addictive! I stayed up all night to finish this one!" —Katie McGarry, author of Say
You'll Remember Me
A Story of God's Gift of Purity
The Kiss Thief
A Celebration of Love in Art
The Painted Kiss
Essays

He had once been her cherished childhood companion, and then the man she lusted for in secret, but Georgiana Wilde hasn't seen recently widowed Quinn Fortesque since the day he married another woman and
shattered her heart. Then fate intervenes and brings the man she dreams about each night back to her . . . . Returning to the estate on family business, Quinn would like nothing more than to turn the land over to
Georgiana and leave the memories of his former life behind. But then the brooding marquis finds himself under the spell of the beauty he once left behind. With her barely concealed passions, Georgiana melts
his coolly guarded heart. Suddenly his well-ordered world is in danger of crashing down. And it all began with just one kiss . . . .
Anna is less than thrilled to be shipped off to boarding school in Paris, leaving a fledgling romance behind – until she meets Étienne St. Clair. Smart, charming, beautiful, Étienne has it all...including a girlfriend.
But in the City of Light, wishes have a way of coming true. Will a year of romantic near-misses end with a longed-for French kiss? "Magical...really captures the feeling of being in love" - Cassandra Clare,
author of The Mortal Instruments series NPR's Year's Best Teen Reads, 2010. NPR's 100 Best-Ever Teen Novels, Number 53. Cybils Award Finalist for Young Adult Fiction, 2011. YALSA's Best Fiction for
Young Adults. 2012 list YALSA's Popular Paperbacks for Young Adults: Forbidden Romance, 2012. TAYSHAS Reading List, 2012. Georgia Peach Book Award for Teen Readers, Honor, 2012-13.
How and when did the kiss become a vital sign of romance and love? In this wide-ranging book, pop culture expert Marcel Danesi takes the reader on a fascinating journey through the history of the kiss, from
poetry and painting to movies and popular songs, and argues that its romantic incarnation signaled the birth of popular culture.
This historic book may have numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the original book (without typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1811
edition. Excerpt: ... ACT III. SCENE I.--A Room in BartoWs House. Enter Amaranta and Phebe. Pha'be. But by what chance, dear mistress, did your lover Declare his passion? Long coop'd closely up, How
could he see you, how converse, how win you? Whence rose your first acquaintance? Amar. Some months since, When my old guardian took me to his farm Near Palma, to enjoy the country air, As I look'd
from the lattice one fine evening, A gallant cavalier came riding by: He seeing me, look'd up and bow'd, I curtsied, Lest he should think I had no breeding, girl; He bow'd again; what could I do but curtsy? I
would not be thought rude. Phoebe. No, certainly, That would have been as cruel as ill-bred, I should have done the same. What followed this? Amar. Some interviews, at length, his art contriv'd, In spite of all
my uncle's jealous care: For difficulties sharpen lovers' wits: But now 'tis near a fortnight, --two long weeks, And no device, no serenade, no letter; Evil I much forebode. Phoebe. Remov'd to Seville, Thus
closely watch'd, old Bartolo, perhaps, May have found out the secret, tell me truly, Are you resolv'd to disappoint his wishes? Carlos his son, who is your promis'd husband, Is now expected home; which will
you choose? Amar. O 'tis a dainty spark; I hate him, Phoebe, I always hated him, a double hatred, Both for his father's faults and for his own: Do they not keep me like a prisoner here To marry me, whether I
would or no? My fortune is their object. One thing, Phoebe, --Had I a friend. Phoebe. Signora, I'm your friend. I've been in love myself, and pity all Whom little Cupid wounds. ' Amar. Alas! what's pity, Unless
assistance aids it? Phoebe. Trust me mistress, And if I fail you, say no faith's in woman. Amar. Alas! all schemes are vain, unless we.
The Kiss in History
The Kiss
Kiss of the Royal
Kiss Collector
Intimacies from Writers

'Aphrodite kissed a mortal once by the light of this moon, many thousands of years ago. It drove him crazy. The next person that
he kissed - boum. The craziness travelled like this from person to person. It travelled through time. Everywhere - boum! Tu
comprends?' 'Where did it end up?' I whisper. His lips are on my cheek now. 'It ended with me. And now I am going to pass it to
you. You will like that, mermaid?' Imagine the perfect kiss. A legendary kiss that makes people crazy with love. Imagine a
summer's night, on a moonlit beach in the South of France, as French boy Laurent kisses 16-year-old Delilah after the best chat-up
line she's ever heard. BOOM! Delilah is pretty sure the Kiss is fiction, despite her head-spinning holiday fling. But with all the
sudden crushes, break-ups and melt-downs happening back at home, the Kiss starts looking a little too real for comfort. If only
Delilah could keep track of where it's gone ... Who knew one kiss could cause this much trouble? A hilarious rom-com that will
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delight Geek Girls everywhere!
From the national bestselling author of Before We Were Strangers, Swear on this Life, and Wish You Were Here comes a powerful
story of two people who spend years denying their scientifically proven chemistry. Penny spends her afternoons sitting outside a
sandwich shop, surrounded by ghosts. Fourteen years ago, this shop was her childhood dance studio—and she was a dancer on the
rise. Now she’s a suburban housewife, dreading the moment her son departs for MIT, leaving her with an impeccably decorated
McMansion and a failing marriage. She had her chance at wild, stars-in-her-eyes happiness, but that was a lifetime ago. After The
Kiss. Before The Decision. The Kiss was soulful. Magical. Earth-shattering. And it was all for a free gift card. Asked to
participate in a psych study that posed the question, “Can you have sexual chemistry without knowing what the other person looks
like?” Penny agreed to be blindfolded, make polite conversation with a total stranger, and kiss him. She never expected The Kiss
to change her life forever and introduce her to Gavin: tattooed, gorgeous, and spontaneous enough to ask her out seconds after the
blindfolds came off. For a year, they danced between friendship and romance—until Penny made The Decision that forced them to
settle for friendship. Now, fourteen years later, both of their lives are about to radically change—and it’s his turn to decide
what will become of their once-in-a-lifetime connection.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Kresley Cole comes a spellbinding standalone novel set in the Immortals After Dark
universe: the story of a demon king trapped by an enchantress for her wanton purposes—and the scorching aftermath that follows
when he turns the tables and claims her as his captive. His obsession… Sabine, Sorceress of Illusions: the evil beauty who
surrenders her body, but not her heart. Her downfall… Rydstrom Woede: the ruthless warrior who vows to keep her at all costs. They
were never supposed to want each other this much... With each smoldering encounter, their shared hunger only increases. If they
can defeat the sinister enemy that stands between them, will Sabine make the ultimate sacrifice for her demon? Or will the proud
king lay down his crown and arms to save his sorceress?
Gustav Klimt, one of the great painters of fin de siècle Austria—and the subject of Helen Mirren’s latest film, Woman in
Gold—takes center stage in this passionate and atmospheric debut novel, which reimagines the tumultuous relationship between the
Viennese painter and Emilie Flöge, the woman who posed for his masterpiece The Kiss, and whose name he uttered with his dying
breath. Vienna in 1886 was a city of elegant cafés, grand opera houses, and a thriving and adventurous artistic community. It is
here where the twelve-year-old Emilie meets the controversial libertine and painter. Hired by her bourgeois father for basic
drawing lessons, Klimt introduces Emilie to a subculture of dissolute artists, wanton models, and decadent patrons that both
terrifies and inspires her. The Painted Kiss follows Emilie as she blossoms from a naïve young girl to one of Europe's most
exclusive couturiers—and Klimt's most beloved model and mistress. A provocative love story that brings to life Vienna's cultural
milieu, The Painted Kiss is as compelling as a work by Klimt himself.
The Kiss of Deception
The Birth of Popular Culture
The Kiss of a Stranger
Read Along or Enhanced eBook
The Kiss and Its History
Magical siblings Whit and Wisty have known each other their whole lives . . . but when a mysterious stranger captures Wisty's heart, she is forced to make the ultimate choice. Whit and Wisty
Allgood, a witch and wizard with extraordinary abilities, have defeated the ruthless dictator who long overshadowed their world. But for the first time in their lives, the powerful brother and sister
find themselves at odds as Wisty is drawn to a mysterious and magical stranger named Heath. Wisty has never felt as free as she does with Heath, especially when the two of them share and
test their magic together. But when a merciless Wizard King from the mountains suddenly threatens war, Wisty must make an excruciating choice. Will she unite with Whit to fight the mounting
dangers that could return their world to a tyrant's domain? Or will she trust the beautiful boy who has captured her heart? James Patterson's epic dystopian saga continues as the witch and
wizard who have inspired countless imaginations must rally together before the world they fought to save collapses.
"An original board book featuring Mr. Fish that tells us what love is"-The King was in such a hurry that he blew his son a kiss goodnight, but it missed! It's escaped into the forest where it has no business to be, so the brave and fearless knight is sent on a
mission to bring it back. But is the knight brave and fearless enough? Suggested level: junior, primary.
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Are you turned off by slobbery, deep tongue kisses? Do you find kissing boring? Are you embarrassed to give your first kiss? If so, then read this... We all kiss. Whether you are giving your
grandmother a kiss on the forehead, your child a kiss on the cheek, or a passionate kiss with a new love interest. Kissing is an important part of communication in our culture, and for good
reason. With one magical kiss we can convey love, appreciation, support, acceptance...the list goes on. Do you think you're a good kisser? Statistically, most people think they are way better
at kissing than their partner thinks he or she is. Find out if you're a good kisser, and if you're not, we'll show you how to drive your partner to a passionate kiss. Surprisingly, as you well know,
some people just aren't very good at kissing. You have probably kissed your way in to the following scenarios: A slobbery kissA partner trying to tickle the back of your throat with a deep
tongueA kisser that won't open his or her mouthA long, tickly mustacheThe list is long. Whether you are the recipient of a bad kiss or the giver of a bad kiss, this book will give you the skills to
make your lover beg for more! In this book you will discover... How to correct the 10 most common mistakes we make when kissing Why being a good kisser is more important then you may
think Secret tricks to make your lips and mouth irresistible The top three scents to help set the mood How to prevent the ackward moments of bumping teeth and noses How to use your teeth
to nibble your partner Why kissing is a dance and how to lead your partner into a kissing tango What to do if your partner is a bad kisser How to set the stage for your first kiss How to flirt,
even when you don't know what to do Where to put your hands while kissing and why that is important A simple technique that will increase your partners anticipation and arousal And much,
much more! Now is your chance to kiss your way into the heart of another, and maybe even the bedroom! Click the ADD TO CART button to learn to be an awesome kisser.
Master the Art of the Kiss
Anna and the French Kiss
A Book about Colors
Princess and the Kiss
The Kiss Quotient
This book arose from a conference, supported by the Royal Historical Society, which took place at Institute of Historical Research,
University of London. The event was held under the auspices of the Bedford Center for the History of Women, Royal Holloway, University of
London.
When Crispin, Lord Cavratt, thoroughly and scandalously kisses a serving woman in the garden of a country inn, he assumes the encounter will
be of no consequence. But he couldn't be more mistaken--the maid is not only a lady of birth, she's the niece of a very large, exceptionally
angry gentlemen, who claims Crispin has compromised his niece beyond redemption. The dismayed young lord has no choice but to marry Miss
Catherine Thorndale, who lacks both money and refinement and assumes all men are as vicious as her guardian uncle.
One of today's best young American writers transforms into a work of art the darkest passage imaginable in a young woman's life: an obsessive
love affair between father and daughter.
Shares over one hundred depictions of kissing in art throughout history and explores the emphasis placed by certain cultures and artists on
the kiss.
Kiss of a Demon King
Blind Kiss
The Kiss that Missed
The Kiss; a Comedy, in Five Acts
A debut entry in a new trilogy by the author of the Jenna Fox Chronicles introduces Princess Lia, who flees an unwanted marriage and expectations about her supernatural legacy only to be pursued by her
jilted fiancé and a ruthless assassin.
Named One of the Most Anticipated Books of 2022 by Vogue, BuzzFeed, Bustle, Marie Claire, Harper s Bazaar, Electric Lit, Thrillist, Glamour, CNN, and Shondaland Wickedly funny and heartstoppingly
vulnerable…every page twinkles with brilliance. ̶Refinery29 Perfect for fans of Samantha Irby and Trick Mirror, a funny, whip-smart collection of personal essays exploring the intersection of
queerness, relationships, pop culture, the internet, and identity, introducing one of the most undeniably original new voices today. Jill Gutowitz s life̶for better and worse̶has always been on a collision
course with pop culture. There s the time the FBI showed up at her door because of something she tweeted about Game of Thrones. The pop songs that have been the soundtrack to the worst moments of
her life. And of course, the pivotal day when Orange Is the New Black hit the airwaves and broke down the door to Jill s own sexuality. In these honest examinations of identity, desire, and self-worth, Jill
explores perhaps the most monumental cultural shift of our lifetimes: the mainstreaming of lesbian culture. Dusting off her own personal traumas and artifacts of her not-so-distant youth she examines how
pop culture acts as a fun house mirror reflecting and refracting our values̶always teaching, distracting, disappointing, and revealing us. Girls Can Kiss Now is a fresh and intoxicating blend of personal
stories, sharp observations, and laugh-out-loud humor. This timely collection of essays helps us make sense of our collective pop-culture past even as it points the way toward a joyous, uproarious,
near̶and very queer̶future.
From the author of The Bride Test comes a romance novel hailed as one of The Washington Post's 50 Notable Works of Fiction in 2018 and one of Amazon's Top 100 Books of 2018! "This is such a fun
read and it's also quite original and sexy and sensitive."--Roxane Gay, New York Times bestselling author "Hoang's writing bursts from the page."--Buzzfeed A heartwarming and refreshing debut novel that
proves one thing: there's not enough data in the world to predict what will make your heart tick. Stella Lane thinks math is the only thing that unites the universe. She comes up with algorithms to predict
customer purchases--a job that has given her more money than she knows what to do with, and way less experience in the dating department than the average thirty-year-old. It doesn't help that Stella has
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Asperger's and French kissing reminds her of a shark getting its teeth cleaned by pilot fish. Her conclusion: she needs lots of practice--with a professional. Which is why she hires escort Michael Phan. The
Vietnamese and Swedish stunner can't afford to turn down Stella's offer, and agrees to help her check off all the boxes on her lesson plan--from foreplay to more-than-missionary position... Before long,
Stella not only learns to appreciate his kisses, but crave all of the other things he's making her feel. Their no-nonsense partnership starts making a strange kind of sense. And the pattern that emerges will
convince Stella that love is the best kind of logic...
Stella Lane thinks mathematics is the only thing that unites the universe. She comes up with algorithms to predict customer purchases--a job that has given her more money than she knows what to do with
and far less experience in the dating department than the average thirty-year-old. It doesn't help that Stella has Asperger's and French kissing reminds her of a shark getting its teeth cleaned by pilot fish.
Her conclusion: she needs lots of practice--with a professional. Which is why she hires escort Michael Phan. Gorgeous and conflicted, Michael can't afford to turn down Stella's offer and agrees to help her
check off all the boxes on her lesson plan, from foreplay to more-than-missionary position. Before long, Stella not only learns to appreciate his kisses but to crave all of the other things he's making her feel.
Their no-nonsense partnership starts making a strange kind of sense. And the pattern that emerges will convince Stella that love is the best kind of logic . . .
A Kiss Means I Love You
The Biggest Kiss
With Audio Recording
After the Kiss
Kissing

Princess Ivy has one goal—end the war against the Forces of Darkness. Ivy’s magic is more powerful than any other Royal’s, but she needs a battle partner
who can help her harness it. Prince Zach’s unparalleled skill with a sword should make them an unstoppable pair—if only they could agree on...well, just
about anything. But Ivy’s magic can only fully unlock with Zach’s help, and he’s not exactly cooperating. Zach believes Ivy’s magic is dangerous. Ivy
believes they’ll never win the war without it. Two warriors, one goal, and the fate of their world on the line. But the more they argue, the more they fall for
each other. And only one of them can be right...
Kisses from Nick Flynn, Rebecca Makkai, Pico Iyer, Ilyse Kusnetz, Andre Dubus III, Christian Kiefer, Camille T. Dungy, Major Jackson, Bich Minh Nguyen,
Terrance Hayes, Ada Limón, Honor Moore, Téa Obreht and Dan Sheehan, Kazim Ali, Beth Ann Fennelly, and others
The KissIntimacies from WritersW. W. Norton
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